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SHORT BAR BRACKET (For 8/10mm mirror hole)
CODE

APPLICATION UNIVERSAL (For 8mm mirror hole) UNIVERSAL (For 10mm mirror hole)

PURPOSE This produc is stay with bar that able to fix mobile, drink holder and compatible with φ22.2 handle clamp.
(Each holder is not attached.)

●Thank you for purchasing Kitaco product. Read and understand the instruction before installing.

ATTENTION (MUST READ)
●This instruc�on sheet is for the instruc�on for stock condi�on. Refer to the manufacturer service manual when 
   installa�on.
●This product is for stay for each holder that compa�ble with φ22.2 handle clamp. Do not use for the other purposes. 
   Do not modify the way which is not listed or it will cause damage and trouble.
●This product is designed to be �ghtened with mirror. It might unable to install depending on commercial holder and model.
●We are not responsible for viola�on of law or damages and accidents caused by assembling mistake and improper se�ng.
●Please ask authorized mechanic for assembling and se�ng.
●Refer to the manufacturer service manual when installa�on.
●Bolts and nuts may get loosen by engine vibra�on. Make sure not to loosen any bolts and nuts before driving.

ATTENTION (MUST READ)
●When installing this product to vehicle, other mirror 
  adapter might be required depending on vehicle. 
  Please use the product matches mirror screw size.
●Do not hang luggage or apply excessive force to 
  prevent handling in case of installing this product on 
  the handle. It might cause of break and trouble 
  during ride. [WEIGHT LIMIT : 500g]
●When installing each commercial holder to this 
  product, please install firmly. Recommend to use 
  strup or band, etc prevent from falling. We are not 
  responsible for the commercial products fall, miss 
  and break.
●Please use below speed limit. This product is 
  designed for paved road. Do not use with bad road 
  or race.
●Do not adjust this product degree or use, stare the 
  mobile phone during ride.
●In case of using mobile phone, do not use, keep, 
  leave for a long �me under direct sunlight. It might 
  cause of break mobile phone. Refer to the each 
  mobile phone instruc�on.

PACKING LIST
FIGURE NAME CODE QTY

FLANGE LOCK NUT
WASHER
UPPER BRACKET
BOTTOM BRACKET for 8mm hole
BOTTOM BRACKET for 10mm hole

ATTENTION WHEN INSTALLATION
●In case of installing left side mirror

MIRROR : 8/10mm
Check before every ride.
※Check nut tightening.

CHECK BEFORE EVERY RIDE
※TIGHTEN FIRMLY.

MIRROR ADAPTOR : 8/10mm (positive/reverse screw)
※Please purchase stock or sold separately 
    adapter for adjust height in need.

●Adjust this product degree 
  or commercial holder degree
  not to interface surrounding 
  parts and prevent riding.
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